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ABSTRACT

In this article, we trace the essentials of the technology of

multiloop computations In the covariant PolyaXov formalism of the closed

bosonic string theory in the critical dimension. We discuss hov ve may

Isolate the divergences in the multiloop vacuum amplitude and shov that

they are Interpreted as due to tadpole diagram In which the dllaton goes

into vacuum.
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2)Polyakov's formalism "•' for the quantum theory of the bosonic

string starts fron the classical action

Vu < l j

where m is a compact orientable 2 dimensional surface traced by a

closed oriented string in vacuum to vacuum evolution. The coordinates

ab
U ) 1B the worldon the surface are given by £ , a • 1, 2 and g

sheet metric which is classically nondynamical. x", u = 1, 2...d

is an embedding of m in the Euclidean space-time of d dimensions.

The symmetries possessed by the action include i) the group of

reparsmetrlzations or diffeomorphisms of the world sheet m

(£ -»• n (£), g .(£) •*-^ ^T g j(i)), 11) Weyl (conforms!) rescaling

of the metric

cd%

<E) and the space-tine translations

x (?) •+ x ({) + a ). Quantum theory, in general, requires renormal-

ization and In this process the scale invarlance Is lost as a

consequence of regularization. It is restored when the conformal

anomuly vanishes, which happens for d = 26, To compute the vacuum

amplitude one must average over all embeddings x and over all

random surfaces in. The most general action consistent with the

symmetries (i) and (iii) is given by

Kx,g) I0(x,g)

Here the Euler characteristic x(m) = r

is the curvature scalar and h Is the genus of the surface

define the vacuum amplitude {partition function) through 7

= 2(1 - h), Rg

We

Ah1

f.2)

and require suitable measures for the relevant integrations,

the volume of the symmetry groups.
sym

The integration over the embeddings

since the action is quadratic and yields

is easily performed
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l-d/2
det' i (3)

where fi is the Laplacian on m with metric g and the prime

indicates the deletion of the zero mode of A related to the

translation invariance of the action. For the integration over metricB,

we obaerve that the space of metricB can be split into three parts:

For a fiducial metric g , a conformed transformation gives

g.ab
g exp(2a). A general variation may be written as

gab

(U)

where 4V is the deformation of the vector field V on ro and
a a

V is the co/ariant derivative, p is the operator defined by

Alvarez for sending vectors into traceless symmetric 2-tensor3 and

represents the diffeomorphisnis. The kernel of P , the set of vectors

annihilated by P are the conformal Killing vectors and defines the

isometries on m. The adjoint of P relates the diffeomor phi sens to

vector deformations through (F.Sg) = -2V g . and the kernel Pĵ

spans those diffeomorphisms that are not connected to the identity.

The integration over the metrics thus factors into conformal

variations Da, contractible diffeomorphisra DV and the space of

globally nontrivial diffeomorphisros, which is identified as the

Teichmuller space. By the Riemann-Roch theorem:

din ker P - dim ker P. -3x » 6h - 6 (5)

We know the dimension of the Teichmuller spaces in terms of that for

the space of conformal Killing vector. Since the latter happens to be

of dimension 6 for the spherical topology (h = 0), 2 for h = 1

and none for h > 2, the dimension of Teichmiiller Bpace is of dimension

0 for h = 0, 2 for h = 1 and 6h - 6 for h * 2.

The integration measure over the metric thus assumes the product

form:

Uet1 Da DV (6)
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where (det1 P-.P,) is the appropriate Jacob Ian factor (Faddeev-

Popov determinant). Do and DV are respectively integrations over

conformed transformations and contractlble dlffeomorphisnts. Since the

kernel P is the space of globally analytic quadratic differentials

on m, the measure Induced by their scalar product provides what ia

known as the Weil-peterstjun metric and is generically denoted here

by [d Teich]. The integrations of the action over DV and Da are

now trivial (since for our case the conformal anomaly vanishes (d - 26)

and a field decouples) and simply provides the corresponding

volumes of symmetry groups, vii VOIA Diff-(m) x Vol« Conf(m) to be
g 0 g

finally divided out by V » Vol. Diff(ra) x Vol* Conf(m), Thus we
sym g g

finally have

= V I d Teich

moduli

,1/2
det' A

S

-d/2

(7)

The Integration in the Teichmuller space ia restricted to the space of

moduli, reflecting the fact that the former is made up many copies of

the set of conformally inequivalent diffeouorphisma and the latter is

the coset space made up of Teich space/(mapping claBs group or modular

group), where the mapping class group is indeed Diff(m)/DtffQ(m).

We need a. convenient set of coordinates in the space of moduli

and the relevant measure expressed in terms of such coordinates. This

is achieved by a suitable parametrization of Riemann surfaces.

II. BIEMAJffl SUBFACES

To describe a closed Riemann surface, it Is convenient to start

from a suitable covering space d" and teaselate it by the action of

an appropriate Fuchsian group T, so that m » -JfT. We list them in

the table below:



genus h

0

1

3

C + {-}

" Riemann

c
» complex

Bphere

plane

r
e

Identity element

a + T a
2 dimensional lattice

i 2

upper half
of complex plane

suitable subgroup

of SL(2,B) (±1)

For h = 0, Biemann sphere la the manifold. A torus (h " l) is

covered by the complex plane, tesselated Into parallelograms

parametrized by a complex parameter Here tn is the

ratio of the two geodesies and ^ denotes the relative twist one

may introduce to obtain a conformally inequivalent torus from a

"standard" torus represented by a rectangular tesselatlon. notice

that a torus is represented by a parallelogram (b sides) with opposite

sides identified and the elements of the lattice group generate points

equivalent on n in the covering space. For every Y C F and P£-i,

yP « P on m.

For h * 2, the covering space is always the upper half of the

complex plane H. a la conformal to H/J", where T is & discrete

subgroup of SL(2,R)/t±l) generated by 2h hyperbolic generators

A., B ; 1 = 1 , 2.,,h together with the homotopy condition

*[A|tB4] = 1. Since all elements of f are hyperbolic (which means

that for every Y E T and every s£ H we have

T v

Tt (s
= az+b
cz+d if

and Y belongs to the conjugacy claBB of dilation:

-1

-1/2
k€SL(2,R}). The action of T on z £ H is to

0 e

produce equivalent points on m in the covering space K. The metric

g on m is induced by what is referred to as the natural metric on

H, called the Poincare metric (which is SL(2,R) invariant) given by

• da dz/(Im z)S (8)
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Geodesics vith this metric are semicircles drawn on H with the centres

on the real axis and semi infinite lines parallel to the imaginary axis.

This defines a hyperbolic geometry, the invariant distance being

zlfz2) - ch"
1 1 + (9)

The parameter I associated with the element Y € r represents the

infimum of this hyperbolic distance between z and yz and thuB is

simply the length of the geodesic of a definite homotopy. We then

recognize that V = it ( B ) , the homotopy group on m.

It is possible to represent m by a hyperbolic polygon of bh

sides, described on H by the action of 2h generators of r and

their inverses. By pairvlse identification of the sides of the

polygon we construct m. Since three real numbers specify a SL(2,R)

element, the generators are specified by 3 x 2h parameters, of

which 3 are constrained by the homotopy conditlona »[A.,B.] * 1
i l *

and 3 more by the arbitrary choice for one. Thus we once again find

the space to be 6h - 6 dimensional. We will use the set of

coordinates for this space, given by Fenchel and HielBen '. This is

done by picking one of the finitely many ways of partitioning m into

(2h - 2) disjoint pieces by dissecting along 3h - 3 simple geodesies

on ffl (see Fig. 1).

The lengths associated with these account for 3h - 3 lengths t± as

coordinates. On each of these lengths, we may parametrize an angle 6 ,

being the twist one may introduce before rejoining the pieces to obtain

another inequivalent m. We thus have (3h - 3) lengths lt and

(3h - 3) twists 6. to describe the space and the relevant Weil-
5)Petersson measure can be derived to be simply



Oh - 3)

d Teich = T T l^ dJ^ dBj (10)

As ue mentioned earlier, the Integrations over the Teichmuller

space is restricted to the space of moduli. For the torus, the

transformations on the relevant Teichmiiller parameter T + t + 1 or

t •• - 1/T generate an equivalent torus. (Recall Bex represents a

tvist on the rectangular lattice to obtain a different torus

represented by the parallelogram lattice. However a twist by 2tr,

which corresponds to t + T + 1 generates the same torus. Similarly

the equivalent tvist of 2* on the other side will correspond to &

generator, such as t + -1/T.) The group generated by these

transformation is SL(2, Z), the unimodular group on T space.

Our integration region in T, in order that we count only inequivalent

tori is restricted to a fundamental domain F, given by

-1/2 < T < 1/2, ]TI > 1. For genus h > 2, the relevant modular

group or mapping class group, which is made up of Diff m/Diff mQ is

not explicitly known. However, there will be an appropriate

restriction to a suitable fundamental region in the Teichmuller apace

and this defines the space of moduli for the final integration.

We now turn to the computation of the relevant determinants of

the Laplaclan operators on m, having parametrized m by a set of

lengths {<.} on it.

III. DETERMINANTS

In order to evaluate * the determinant for the scalar

Laplacian A* on m, we consider the corresponding operator
2 2 ^ 2

A = -y (3 + 3 ) in the covering space acting on vhat are known as

automorphic functions +(z), which satisfy

Such functions are obtained by defining

for

• (»)
(Y ) n=l

where (Y ) runa over the set of ineonJugate primitive elements of the

Puchsian group r (i.e. all elements of r that cannot be expressed

as a power of another element). By the use of the heat Kernel method

we can write (with the heat kernel being an autoraorphic form)

Ty e~tA° = 2(n-l) x I e(t) + |
n=l

a (12)

Here the first term arises from the identity element of r and is

independent of moduli. The eecond term, vhich is an infinite sum,

(let us denote it as I (t)), haB an asymptotic behaviour

I (t) * 1, reflecting the fact that A has one zero mode.
t A

" 0 2(h-l) I (t) + (In(t)-1), We use Minakshisunaram-PleljelTr1 e

zeta function regulariiation and define

Tr'(40)" TTiT /dt t8"1 Tr1 e"tA0 (13)

so that det'A - exp - C'(0). We will similarly require the
+ 1/2
P ^ ) , which in H is the vector Laplacian:

2 + a2) + 2iy3 + 2). It la possible to show '• 7'
x y x

determinant of
that these

are expressed as Selberg zeta function, in terns of an infinite

product of lengths associated vith m:

ft u - e
n=0

" ( B t n U p ) .

This function, by virtue of the fact that the number of primitive

lengths t less than some large value x increases as x" e is

convergent for s > 1 and has a zero at s = 1, One obtains that

and

thus yielding

def AQ = const Z ' U ) ; Z'(s) =

det

9)

const V I d Teich Z(S)(Z'(1))

moduli

"13 (15)
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IV. DIVERGENCES

We nov proceed to identify those cornerB of the space of moduli

where there can be a divergence and wish to study the type of

divergences. The vacuum amplitude can have a potential divergence

whenever any of the lengths shrink to zero. This 1B known as the

degeneration of the Riemann surface and vhen it happens a node (which

is a pair of identified punctures on m) develops. When a node

appears on a dividing geodesic, m splits into two disjoint parts,

and if the node is on a nondividing geodesic, the genus is reduced

by one. Since the Euler characterisic is x = 2 - 2 h - n , where n

1B the number of punctures, x la uncharged under the degeneration of

the surface and the hyperbolic area is constant, thus providing a

powerful constraint.

Let us now study the effect of one of the lengths, say tg, going to

zero. We can demonstrate, that when this happens an infinite number of

geodesies that intersect this neck will have then hyperbolic lengths

go to • as |lnlQ|. Now Isolating the terns with tQ in Selberg

I-function, we can estimate that

tl _ (16)
n=l

where H(2) is finite. We have made use of the Jacob! formula in

arriving at the above results:

n
n=l

- «"nl) - J~ rr (17)

This method, however does not work for the estimation of Z'(l), since

as lQ •* 0 the number of lengths that increase as tnl can cause,

in principle, additional zeroes to develop. We find it convenient to

divide m into three parts with a neck R sandwiched betveen manifolds

^ , with boundaries in, „ » o, „ (see Fig. 2).

-9-

It is possible to choose the neck (l (referred to ES a collar in

mathematics literature), such that its hyperbolic area is finite and

its boundaries remain nonzero and finite as the length 1 on the

neck goes to zero. This ensures that SL „ has no nontrivlal closed
* d/P

curves of vanishing length on It. We may represent (Z'(l)J as

a functional integral over x" iv « 1, 2...26) by fixing first

x(o) " xn _(o) on a

x (r), x (r) at the end:

and performing the integrations over

Xi«X
B (18)

For the integration over 0, we make a Weyl transformation froa

hyperbolic to flat metric and a confornal transformation

z = x + iy • exp(-itQ<i>)} u • u + iv, so that the neck or collar ft

becomes a straight cylinder where the periodic variable is v with

range (0,1) and the range of u is (0, w/tQ = X). The anomaly

associated with each of these transformations is an irrelevant

constant. The integration over Q can be interpreted as the

expression for the string propagator and as in Ref. (11)

const ij exp IT (i - e^V 1

- xQ3) A exp -Sfx^, (19)

where xn i g = doe2"1™1 3^ 2 (o ) . In the limit I • ir/X + 0, the last

exponential factorizes, so that

Vi2.(l)]-
13 const |d i] i3

- • J i " i i X ) - a l 1

n=l
(20)

Since we are looking at the corner of TelchmUller apace where 1 -*- 0,

let us take the t and the related tvlst to be a pair among the
5)

coordinates and express the measure factorlzed so that

d Teich = dlQ x dT' o ~ (21)

-10-



Thus we find the vacuum amplitude contribution from this corner to be

D-
d x

D-
01 *02 JTIJ

01

{1 - e-"**")- (22)
n=l

As a final comment, we recall that in the (closed) superstring

there is no tachyon and the residue of the dilaton tadpole is expected

to be zero, allowing the theory to be finite. Polyakov formalism for

a theory with similar ingredients is yet to be achieved.

The remaining integration over x

usual volume factor the expression:

and x yield apart from the

const V dX exp Un TT (1 - « )
> i)=l

(23)

The factor e signals the presence of a tachyon and the linear

divergence dX is associated with the presence of dilaton. This can

be made more explicit by recognizing that
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n=l
(210

HjO

where d (it) is the degeneracy of the level N, which has

•2(H)/& « l4ir(N-l) and substituting Eq. (2h) In Eq. (23), we observe

It to be the Euclidean propagator in momentum space

corner
. V

d(n)
2(N))

evaluated at p = 0. m (0) = -l6« represents the tachyon and
2

m (X)
2

= 0 is the dilaton and all other (mass) positive in units of

Ctrra*)" . Our result displays that the configuration, we are

analyzing gives rise to the divergence that can be interpreted as the

dilaton tadpole•

Since the surface of genus h can be drawn with at most (2h - 3)

dividing geodesies and therefore (2h - 3) tadpoleB, we expect the

maximal divergence to be of this order. When the primitive lengths

other than those on the dividing geodesies are shrunk, we do not
2

expect divergences other than the exponential factor exp lt» /I ,

signalling the tachyon.

- 1 1 - - 1 2 -
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